PA-007  **GROUNDS SAFETY.** VHS/15min. This film discusses safe working for all types of grounds maintenance duties. City of Lincoln. (1991)

PA-008  **INTERMEDIATE LAWNMOWER FIELD & SHOP MAINTENANCE.** VHS/60min. Covers topics such as checking and changing oil, grease, air cleaner maintenance, blade belt tension, traction, wheel adjustments, belt changing, bellcrank, pulley tension spring, and engine troubleshooting procedures along with transmission rebuilding. (1996)

PA-009  **PROFESSIONAL SHRUB TRIMMING & PRUNING.** VHS/40min.

PA-010  **PLANT INSTALLATION.** VHS/31min.

PA-011  **LAWN MOWING TECHNIQUES.** VHS/40min. How to mow efficiently in wet or high grass conditions, as well as techniques for handling various mowing situations. Operation of intermediate mowers, trimmers and edgers. (1996)

PA-012  **BASAL APPLICATION:CLEARING THE WAY FOR YOU.** VHS/20 min. Control of brush and trees in right-of-way areas. Proper application of herbicides to control trees, scrubs and brush through bark/basal techniques. DowElanco

PA-013  **CHAINSAW USE & SAFETY.** VHS/17min. Awareness of how chainsaws work and the safety procedures while operating. Also covers required PPE when operating a chain saw. National Arborist Association

PA-014  **CHAIN SAW SELECTION & MAINTENANCE.** VHS/12min. Discussion of basic care and maintenance techniques along with proper storage of chain saws. National Arborist Association (1992)

PA-015  **ELECTRICAL HAZARDS & TREES.** VHS/23min. Acquaints you with electrical hazards (both direct and indirect), and proper techniques when working around electrical lines. National Arborist Association (1989)

PA-016  **AERIAL RESCUE.** VHS/16min. Demonstrates a variety of rescue situations from trees and aerial units. National Arborist Association (1989)

PA-017  **CHIPPER USE & SAFETY.** VHS/15:14min. Demonstrates safe and efficient methods while operating a chipper. Includes safety procedures for both drum and disc chippers. National Arborist Association
PARKS & RECREATION

PA-018  **SAFE PLAYGROUNDS.** VHS/15 min. An informative video providing an overview of the importance of supervision, age-appropriate design, falls to surfaces and equipment maintenance to playground safety. An excellent educational tool in discussing playground safety with professional and community groups.

PA-019  **SAFE SURFACES.** VHS/10 min. This informative video outlines criteria to ensure that surfaces under and around equipment are appropriate. A must for any group considering the acquisition or replacement of safe surfaces.

PA-020  **THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF PLAYGROUND MAINTENANCE.** VHS/13 min. This video is targeted for adults such as teachers, parents, administrators, supervisors and all who can help maintain playgrounds for children. Designed to provide an overview of the importance of proper playground maintenance.